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ABSTRACT

Translation of Shakespeare has a long history in the region of Bengal. It began in 1809
when Charles Monckton , a student of Fort Wi lliam College, translated a few excerpts
from Tempest into Bangia. Since then, there have been many more attempts to translate
Shakespeare into Bangia. Most translations were done either for stage perfonnance out of
the translators' passion for Shakespeare, who saw in such a venture a way of populari zing
the great playwright among educated Bengali s. In this dissertation, I have discussed the
backgro und of the translations of Shakespeare done in this region , but focused on
translations in the post- independent Bangladesh. The study is a comparative account of
the translations of Ma cbeth- one by Syed Shamsul Haq and another by Mafize
Choudhury- and Othello by Prof Munier chowdhury and Prof. Kabir Chowdhury. The
theoretical framework of my study wi ll be fonned by the 'communicative ' and 'semantic '
theori es of translation . The study also looks at the translated plays as theatre presentations
undertaken by various theatre groups in Bangladesh with a brief di scussion of the
evo lution of theatre activities in Bangladesh.
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CHAPTER 1 .
Background a/Shakespeare translations in Bangladesh

th

Although Shakespeare is dominating the English literary scene since the 16 century but
it was not until the middle of the 18 th century that people of this subcontinent were
exposed to Shakespeare through the efforts of the British Imperialists. It is not known
specificall y from which date Shakespeare was included in the curriculum of schoo ls or
co lleges in India but history says the efforts to translate Shakespeare into BangIa started
from 1809 when Charles Monckton a student of Fort William Co ll ege translated Tempest.
Charl es Monckton undertook the task as a part of his exercise of BangIa writing and did
not translate the whole play but a few excerpts. Unfortunately the copy is not available
today.
Prof. Shafi Ahmed, a professor of English Literature in Jahangimagar uni versi ty, wrote
in his book on translations of Shakespeare into BangIa, ~ '·11I.fitmr (Shakespeare in
Bengal) said that, to consider Monckton 's translation as an initiative to enhance the
quality or the number of BangIa translations of Shakespeare will not be justifi ed,
particularly in comparison with the realm of translations of Shakespeare into BangIa done
by the Bengali translators in this region since 1848. He also informs us that urrfiM

<!I~

~,iiCW ~ ~ (Romeo and Juliet) by Gurudas Hajra in 1848, is considered to be

the first initiative to translate Shakespeare into BangIa. From that time to thi s date we
have many more translations of Shakespeare into BangIa but in my di ssertation,
translations of Shakespeare done by Bangladeshi translators will be the focus.
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Let's take a closer look at what translation actually is. Translation is simply the process
of shifting something that is written or spoken in one language into another. If we quote
from Introducing Translation Studies by Jermey Munday to answer the question,then we
find that, "The process of translation between two different written languages involves
the translator changing an original written text (the source text or ST) in the original
verbal language (the source language or SL) into a written text (the target text or TT) in a
different verbal language (the target language or TL)." (p 5)
In Bangladesh, there have been many translations of books in other languages but in the

case of Shakespeare, the number of translations is rather small. The reason behind this is
perhaps that Shakespeare's translation in BangIa has always been very difficult mainly
because of the style and the structure that he maintained through the use of blank verse,
vocabulary and idioms. Most of the times many of these components are not used or
found in BangIa exactly the way they were used in Elizabethan English. Considering all
the cultural differences that we had and still have between the Elizabethan period and thi s
Post- Modem Bangladesh, for a translator in order to make Shakespeare easily accessible
to a person who does not know English but has heard of Shakespeare, translating
Shakespeare is obviously a huge challenge.

After 1971 we have had only a few translations in Bangladesh. And even among these,
most were translated either for stage shows or to make Shakespeare available in Bangia
and make him more popular among the people especially for those who were not ex pert
in English. Just before the independence in 1970, Prof. Munier Choudhury translated The
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Taming af the Shrew (Mukhara Ramani Bashikaran), a narrative translation and when a
TV serial was made on it, thi s got an immense popularity which set the platfonn for
others, who were encouraged to translate Shakespeare's plays. After that we got Hamlet
by Abu Shahriar and !1}f"WII; 'fI

~t{

(Hamlet) by Syed Sajjad Hossain in 1974, then

again Antony and Cleopatra (1978) from Abu Shahriar. Then we got Othello (198 1) by
Kabir Chowdhury, which Munier Chowdhury first started but couldn't finish as he passed
away before completing the who le play. Syed Shamsul Hug translated Macbeth (1984)
and The Tempest (1987), Macbeth also came on stage in 1984 jointly by the two
renowned theatre groups in Bangladesh Nagorik and Theatre. Syed Shamsul Hug also
translated Troi/us and Cress ida for Nagorik, one of the most popular theatre forums in
Bangladesh and wrote Gananayak (1983) based on Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. We find
a series of Shakespeare's translations by Mafize Choudhury; Romeo and Juliet (1985),

King Lear (1988), Macbeth (1988), Hamlet (1993), Merchant of Venice (1995). Shamsur
Rahman translated Hamlet in 1995 and Mannan Hira, a renowned dramatist translated

Coriolanus (1991). Mainly these are the translations and many of them were translated
for stage shows besides doing translation out of one's own passion for Shakespeare.

Translators are the illustrator of what they think and what they want to show to their
target audience in their translation keeping the original text in their mind . Moreover, a
play is something which is not only meant for reading or writing but which is also a
direct mirror image of our daily life. So when a translator is mediating play between two
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di fferent cultures, he might find certain ways in certain situati ons or cultures, whi ch may
not be si milar to the target culture.
The topic of my di ssertation is, Translations of Shakespeare: his texts and theatre in

Bangladesh, and in my paper I have chosen a few of the translated plays of Shakespeare
into BangIa, vis-a-v is: Macbeth by Syed Shamsul Haq (1984), Macbeth by Mafi ze
Chaudhuri( 1988), Othello by Munier Chowdhury and Kabir Chowdhury. Different
theatre groups have also staged these translations at di fferent tim es in Bangladesh.

Throughout the paper I w ill try to explore in depth how faithful the translators were while
translating these pl ays into BangIa or how much liberty they took in order to bring
equi valence between the two di fferent languages and culture. And I will try to base my
discussion on these plays in the light of semantic and communicati ve trans lation.
Semantic translation belongs more in the realm of equivalence; it tries to supply an
equi valent semantic content for words found in the source text, and it concentrates more
on the meaning of the source text. Communicative translati on, by contrast is more or less
equivalent to a 'cultural adaptation' of the source text, so that readers in the target culture
fmd it easier to read.
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CHAPTER 2
Macbeth in Bangia translation: An analysis
Ln the first chapter it has already been mentioned that translations of Shakespeare into

Bangia in this Indo- Bengal region have a long history. We see that Macbeth's translation
into Bangia has a long record as well. In 1874 Horo Lal Roy made a communicative
translation of the play, which was a cultural adaptation of the source text mainly for stage
performances for Bengali people. The title that he used for his translated version was
Rudra Pal. After that we come across other translations of Macbeth into BangIa by other

Indian translators like Macbeth (1875) by Taroknath Mukherjee, Kama Beer (1885) by
Nagendranath Basu, Macbeth (1903) by Girish Chandra Ghosh, Macbeth (1923) by
Upendranath Kaur, Macbeth (1952) by Nirendranath Roy and Macbeth (1956) by
Manindra Dutta.
But in independent Bangladesh, Syed Shahmsul Hag translated Macbeth in 1984 and
Mafize Chaudhuri in 1988. And this particular chapter will focus on a comparative study
of the translations of Macbeth, translated by Syed Shamsul Hag and Mafize Chaudhuri in
the light of semantic and communicative translation.

Macbeth was first staged at Globe Theatre in London on 20 th April 1611 and the Bangia

translation ofHoro Lal's Rudra Pal was staged in Kolkata in 1874. After that in Minerva
TheatTe Hall in Kolkata, Girish Chandra Ghosh's translation of Macbeth was staged on
28 th January 1903. After that there was a long gap of eighty one years and finally Syed
Shamsu1 Hag took the initiative of translating Shakeapeare's Macbeth into Bangia on the
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request of The British Counci I. Syed Shamsul Haq made a short translation and the two
renowned theatre groups in Bangladesh Nagorik and Theatre, staged it as a joint
collaboration in The British Council Auditorium and Mahila San1iti in Dhaka in 1984. It
is to be noted here that to direct Macbeth, an English play director Christopher Sanford
came to Dhaka from England. The play was very well received by the masses. On the
other hand Dr. Mafize Chaudhuri's translation of Macbeth in 1988 is mainly a poetic
translation. He didn ' t translate it for any stage perfonmance but did it out of his own
passion for Shakespeare, as he states, '~C<!
c!i~

()!lWl

~l:'l ~ 'G ~ 'l'ii!llfik",

*

~ '<>Tl!

<mot, i."OO'' 'flm \5!1111il f® <i'f.ll" (I know its a very difficult job but I undertook such

initiative, translating this play only because, Shakespeare is my favorite poet) in the
introduction of his translated text.

At the very begirming, if we look at the structure of Macbeth by Shakespeare, we will see
that there are 2603 lines in the original text, whereas Syed Shamsul Haq completed hjs
translation within 2231 lines while Dr. Mafize Chaudhuri took 2619 lines to write. This
statistical detail shows that Syed Shamsul Haq's translation is comparatively shorter than
that of Dr. Mafize Choudhuri. But as Syed Shamsul Haq translated Macbeth in order to
have a shape that is required for a stage performance, he took some liberties while
remaining faithful to the main text. Syed Shamsul Haq has completely eliminated the

5 !h

Scene from Act 3, where the three witches had a meeting with Hecate. He particularly
thinks of this scene as being inconsistent
in the introduction of his text,

"~"

with the other scenes, as he mentioned

!!;~!I/" '-I1I"itw !!lit

ff!RffJ "IiiJ<ri (Three plays by
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Shakespeare). Under the same circumstance, Shamsul Haq also omitted a big portion
from the 3rd Scene of Act 4, when Malcolm and Macduff are talking to each other before
the King 's Palace, and Macduff realizes that Macbeth is the murderer and loses all hi s
hope:
Macduff:

I have lost my hopes .

Malcolm :

Perchance even there where I did find my doubts.
Why in that rawness left you wife and child,
Those precious motives, those strong knots of love,
Without leave- taking? I pray you,
Let not my jealousies be your dishonours,
But mine own safeties: you may be rightly just,
Whatever I shall think.

Macduff:

Bleed, bleed, poor country!
Great tyranny, lay thou thy basis sure,
For goodness dare not check thee: wear thou thy wrongs;
The title is affeer' d ! Fare thee well lord;
I would not be the vi ll ain that thou think 'st
For the space that's in the tyrants grasp,
And the rich East to boot. (29- 44)

And from here until Ross enters, there are many dialogues (total 136 lines) which
Shamsul Haq omitted. The appearance of the doctor in the source text is also missing in
the translation. Syed Shamsul Haq divides Sc. 7 of Act 5 into two scenes. In the main text
scene 7 starts with Macbeth's entrance and ends with Malcolm's speech when Macduff
kills Macbeth and reasserts their position. But interestingly both Syed Sham sui Haq and
Dr. Mafize Chaudhuri make Macbeth re-enter in a new scene (scene 8).
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In the main text:

Malcolm:

We have met with foes
That strike beside us.

Siward:

Enter Sir, the Castle.
Exeunt. Alarms
Enter Macbeth

Macbeth:

Why should I play Roman fool , and die
On mine own sword? Whiles I see lives, the gashes
Do better upon them.
(Macbeth, Sc. 7, Act. 5, L 43- 50)

In Syed Shamsul Haq's translation :

\5I1'ilCq~

~

.l!

C>r-um

~ l>'!~<ml

~o;fu ~'f

;n "!1f'i Cilt'lR ~

~ I~ I'M~ ~

"!1f'i

~

~Mmorm;n~1 ~'f

~mor~~mor~~1

(Haq, p 104)
In Dr. Mafize Choudhuri 's translation:
~:

~, Qr-u, \51t:'1C1'~ \5I"lcq~ 'I1COJ ~I

~:

<!l~ C'! ~~'f, ~ Wl"I '1'iR I
~

9

~~:~~~~~~

f.m~~ I ~~~;
~ ~ ~ C'll~ ~ '8V'!<l ~I

(Choudhuri , P 84)
Though Dr. Mafize Choudhuri ends the whole tragedy in this particular scene but Syed
Shamsul Hag completes the last part of the last scene when Malcolm, old Siward, Ross,
Thanes and the Soldiers re-enter in Scene 9, and he makes it very short by omitting the
dialogues of Ross, Siward and Malcolm, when they were talking about the death of
young Siward before Macduffre-enters with Macbeth's head;
Siward:

Then he is dead?

Ross :

Ay, and brought of the field. Your cause of sorrow
Must not be measured by his worth, for then
It hath no end.

Siward:

Had he his hU.rts before?

Ross:

Ay, on the front.

Siward:

Why then God ' s soldier be he:
Had as I as many sons, as I have hairs,
I would not wish them to a fairer death:
And so his knell is knoll'd.

Malcolm:

He's worth more sorrow,
And that I'll spend for him.

Siward:

He 's worth no more,
They say he parted well , and paid his score,
And so God be with him. Here comes newer comfort.
(101- 11 5)
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Whi ch Dr. Mafi ze Choudhuri has translated:
tm'l1A~~~~~

f.m'lilll ~ I ~ ~ ~;
~~~~~~'G~~I
~ :

~

WI:

~ ~

C'! "J.'5?
f.'lI"l[

"~ ~ I5lRl ~ "J.'51

"'I1<>Rtl1 ~"f

~"fJI!irn

'l1i1 $

~ ~ "'I1il

9ffi\'flrl!

~ <11 1

'I'!1fu

~:

~~~>\fl['l~~?

WI:

~ ~,

~:

l.'M, ~ C'! ~ 01'- ~ ~ I

>\fl['l

~ ~I

'"l11lrn >11~ ~

"1'l1R1

~,

R",

~ ~ 01'-

~

"05lJl

"J!l! 'l1i1

1J'!>J

~,

~I

~'11l "'I'\Jt VIDlf "~ ~!
'Il1"l:

~ ~ ~"fJ $ M'I1'1;
'1"11 ~"fJ 'J.'1l 1.'1'1 ~ I

~:

~~~ I

V'W'I' 'WI, C'! ~ ~9f ~

~~~~'1'lR 1
'G~ ~ "'I1C'! ~ I5IR"i 'K~

(Choudhuri, p. 86)

And we see that so far Mafi ze Choudhury has been very fa ith ful to the main tex t as
he tries to suppl y an equi valent semantic content for words found in the source tex t
and to the meaning as we ll.

Now if we go through the translations along with the maIO text, we will see that
Shakespeare wrote Ma cbeth in bl ank verse but his three witches' scenes are more lyrical
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compared to his other scenes. In Syed Shamsul Haq's translation also, we see him to be
more concerned about keeping a rhythm between the lines. But most interestingly in Dr.
Mafi ze Choudhuri 's translation we do not see hi s own translati on rather he has used the
translations of the three witches' scenes done by Rabindranath Tagore.
It can be mentioned here that in 1874 when Rabindranath Tagore was very yo ung,

his house tutor Gyan Chandra Bhattacharj ee inspired him to trans late Macbeth and
he did that. Though the whole translation is not available today but the three
witches' scenes were published in Bharati years ago in Kolkata.

As thi s paper is rev lew lllg these two translations in the li ght of semanti c and
communicative translati on, it shows that both Rabindranath Tagore and Syed Shamsul
Haq have made a semantic translation of the three witches' scenes. But compared to
Shamsul Haq, Rabindranath Tagore' s one is less semantic and it tends to be
co mmunicati ve as he added a few extra lines or omitted few parti cul ar wo rds that
Shamsul Haq avoided. It is to be marked here that Rabindranath Tagore is famous fo r hi s
rhymes and poems, whi ch are unique and have a particul ar pattern , creating a different
genre in Bengali literature. In the three witches' scenes Rabindranath Tagore also chose
and arranged the words in a way, which sounds more rhythmic than that of Shamsul Haq.
Ifwe look at Scene 1 of Act I from the main text and compare it with the two translations,
thi s wi ll be clearer.
In the main text:
First Witch:

When shell we thee meet again

(a)

12

In thunder, li ghtning, or in rain?

Second Witch: When the hurlyburl y's done,
When the battle's lost and won.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Third W itch : That will be ere the set of sun .

(b)

First Witch:

(d)

Where the pl ace?

Second Witch: Upon the heath .

(e)

Third W itch: There to meet w ith Macbeth .

(e)

F irst Witch:

I come, Graym alkinl

(f)

All:

Paddoc calls anon.

(g)

Fair is fo ul , and fo ul is fair:

(h)

Hover through the fog and filth y air. (h)
( 1- 12)

Rabindranath Tagore' s translation:

\j~~:

~~~<i'"'R

~ CIl1m ~ 'm"l l

~~:

'11~ '1It1ij ~ "ll"'R,

~ ~ '1'1 ~ ilC'1 l

~~:

'l1m '"I1L~ ~ C'I ~,

\j~~:

~ C'I'l'4rn ~ "C'i ~ I

~~

~ l:'I101 ~ '11'11 1

~~:

~C'I~~~ I

\j~~:

'!'l;J ~ I ~

~ ~:

~ ~ 'lJK ~~ 1

~~:

0'1

~:

'8tl1 l

~ ~ C'I'ltlI I

l:'!l"C'iil ~ ~ '1"\,
'1"\ ~ I5fOl l:'I ~

''''''I'ltlI 1~1 ~ ICI6

"'P"'P ~I
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(Choudhuri, p i S)

In Syed Sham suI Haq's translation:
~ ~ <.!I'I"Iil:"i ~ ~?

~, ~ 'l'lf ~ "fSR?

lW!

W'J.."!

~ 'l"R ~,

'l"R ~ ~ ~ '!If!I "!iIm I

1!iI~" ~ ~ "'Ilt'f l

l'tRWII
'UT'm"i~ 1fT'lf1e, V'f'l ~ l'tRWII
'I'1(.C11 ~ <.!I~ ~ <.!JOlT'l l

~ ~ ~ ~'1"I1"l 1

<.!IOlT'l, <.!IOlT'l.

~'" '11 ~"', ~~ ~'" I
~-

C'ffi!1"11- ~ I

(Haq, P 104)

From these translati ons we see that, Rabindranath Tagore 's rhymes between the lines are
more consistent than Shamsul Haq' s translation. Both of them have kept the mode and
the meaning intact except few words. For ex ample in the main tex t when the First Witch
says, " I come, Graym alkin", Rabindranath Tagore ' s ""I"G1 ~ I 'Ilfii;;: 'eCil" is more
semanti c than Shamsul Haq's

"'I'1(.C11 ~ <.!I~ ~ <.!IOlT'l"

When Rabindranath Tagore is

playi ng wi th the words, Shamsu\ Haq seems very di rect and short . Last line of scene 1,
where all the Witches are sayi ng: "Fair is foul, and foul is fair: Hover through the fog and
filth y air", Shamsul H ag makes it short whil e Rabindranath Tago re is more rh ythm ic.
Rab indranath Tagore visuali zes the whole atmosphere more elaborately than Shamsul
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Haq. In repl y to the third Witch in scene I , when the second witch says, "U pon the heath",
Shamsul Haq translates it in a word
expressive, " $ V'I101

0

"~";

where as Rabindranath Tagore is more

1I1'lI". Possibly Rabindranath Tagore concentrated more on

creating rhymes between the lines besides keeping the meaning intact, that' s why he
sometimes added extra lines or omitted few parti cular words fro m the source text and
made hi s translation a bit shorter. For example, in Scene 3 of Act I in repl y to the Thi rd
Witch, the First Witch says :
First Witch: A sailor 's wife had chestnuts in her lap,
And munch'd munch' d, and munch' d:
' Give me', quoth I:
'Aroint thee, witch! ' the rump- fed ronyon cri es.
Her husband 's to Aleppo gone, master 0' th ' Tiger :
But in sieve I'll thither sail ,
And like a rat without a tail,
I'll do, I'll do, and I'll do. (4- 11 )

Here Syed Shamsul Haq's translati on seems more semantic than Rabindranath Tagore
except words like rump- Jed ronyon, even the "editors (sic) are not agreed whether
' rump- fed ' means fed on the best, or on the scraps. Ronyon: scabby creature"(Penguin
Popul ar Class ics- M acbeth by Shakespeare, p. 109). We see both the tran slators pi cked
di fferent words and created the mood with a di fference. The translation of ' Aroi nt thee,
witch, the rump- fed ronyo n cri es' in scene 1:3:
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~

M7W#~<it~~
''5ffiRl

'ilf'fl

'1/' ~

tw r.Wff 'J!1P'I ~

WI; ~ ~ [!jf';r fflo/Pffll~

C'SC"I/'

(Haq, p. 21)

(Choudhuri, p 18)

Rabindranath Tagore didn't mention the sailing, "Her husband 's to Aleppo gone, master
0'

the tiger"; '~~ ~ ~ t~', whereas Shamsul Haq 's one is, "~fA~, 'lltll~

~ I ~ <l! 1'<It<l!~ 'l1'I ~ ~.. " Rabindranath Tagore did omit a few words but as I

have mentioned earlier that possibly he concentrated more on creating rhymes between
the lines. We see that he even added extra lines to pull up the meaning more
comprehensively from the source text into his translation and to have a consistent rhythm
between the lines. If we compare the last few lines of the First Witch' s speech from this
scene again, this will be more visible:

Act J Sc.3
First. Witch: But in sieve
I'll thither Sail,
And like a rat without a

~'l:~~~~

61'1Oik<:5 Wl

~,

t<I"R ~,

'"l1f.il

rail,

t'1<l!'1' in I '!)Jl, ~I

t"ll'f ~, t"ll'f ~

[Haq. p. 21]
(10- 12)

t'l1rn-

1I1 ~ t'1'rI'I

'"l1f.il

t'1'rI'I '"l1f.il
~

I'll do, I'll do, and I'll
do.

~"I'! ~: ~ <£1"1'111 ~ ~

'"l1f.il

<£I'R 'Itlll

(Choudh uri , 18)

(My under lining)
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Here we see, in the end of the speech Rabindmath Tagore adds another line
"I'R

' ~ "'I@i

"[l!! " which is not there in the main text. But by adding this extra line the meaning or

the mood has not been distanced from the source text, rather he reassures his readers
about the statement made by the Witch. And his translation of " I'll do, I'll do, and I'll
do" is more semantic than that of Shamsul Haq's,

'~ l:"l1~ ~, l:"l1~ ~ "1'1".

But thi s

transformation of the words brings out the same mood that Tagore brings when he adds
the extra line, but Shamsul Haq does it with in the lines. At this point, after a short while,
when the Third Witch hears a drum just before Macbeth enters in the scene, there is a
speech by all the three witches:

All : The wired sisters, hand in hand,
Posters of the sea and land,
Thus do go about, about:
Thrice to thine, and thrice to mine,
And thrice again, to make up nine.
Peace! the charm's wound up . (34- 39)

This little segment is not there in Dr. Mafize Choudhuri's translation. And after this in
this particu lar scene, when Macbeth enters and starts talking to the witches, we find Dr.
Mafi ze Choudhuri 's own trans lation. And we see, both of them tried to supp ly an
equivalent semantic content for words except the word Thane found in the source text.
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For ex ample: Act I ; Scene 3
First Witch: All hail ,

~'I: 1!lill, ~,

Macbeth! Hai I to thee,

tt'lR W'IC'l1I ~ I

Thane o f Glami s'

~"!!:

Second Witch: All hail ,

tt'lR "'i5IC~~ ~ I

Macbeth! Hail to thee,

-=>"!!:

Thane ofCawdor!

1!iI"3:-.rn jlif.i

'1lffi.<N, UI:
~~

1!lill, ~,

~"I,

~ C"i<T!
~

~,

1!lill,

UI:

~,

;sm,

1!lill!

i!ilf¥il:

~~

1!lill!

1!lill

~C"i"I !

;nllit, 1!lill1

Third Witch: All hail,
Macbeth ! That shalt be
king hereafter. (51-57)

First Witch : Lesser than

r......... ....1

[ ..... ... ... ...J

[.. ..... ...... ..J

~'1: ~OJ

COJC'l' ~ 'f'I,

Macbeth , and greater.

~~~ I

Second Witch: Not so

~"!!: I!iI"3

happy, yet much happier

~~1't 1

Thi rd Witch: Thou shalt

-=>"!!:

get kings, though thou be

'It''t,

done: so all hail Macneth

='l

and Banquo ' (72- 76)

~,1!lill~

f.iUlf

<l\5

1't '!iC<l

C'W,

~: 1St:

ji\

;ro ~, '!iC<l

~~ji\1
<R"t

~

~ >Nl ;nllit l

1!lill,

1St: ~"I COJC'l'

'!iC<l I$l CUCll ~ I

1't ;ro,

~

tt:

1!lill

~,

~: 1St:

fu

~ ~

'l~~,

1!lill

~ ;nllit ~ 'l1
~~

UI:

f.iUlf I

~"I, ~~

UI:

~!

(Haq, p.23 )

(Choudhuri , p 19, 20)

Here we see that, both the translators Syed Sahmsul Haq and Mafi ze Choudhuri are very
faithful to the source text, as they have made mostly a word-to-wo rd translation. In the
first segment, though Dr. Mafi ze Choudhuri keeps the word "Thane" in hi s trans lati on,
whi ch Shamsul Hag translated as "tt'lR", but thi s time hi s translati on seems much more
narrati ve and less rhythmic than Rabindranath Tagore. Ma fi ze Cho udhuri in hi s
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translation used a few English terms and sometimes he also used quotations from the
source tex t as well. For example, in Scene 2 of Act 2 when Macbeth enters after killing
the King and says to Lady Macbeth :
Macbeth: There's one did laugh in 's sleep,
And one cri ed Murder That they did wake each other:
I stood and heard them; but they did say their prayers,

And address' d them again to sleep
Lady Mac : There are two lodg' d together.
Mac: One cri ed God bless us, and Amen the other,
As they had seen me with these hangman's hands:
L istening their fear, I could not say Amen,
When they did say God bless us.
~fI!: <!I~ ~ VWl~,

~fI!: ~~<!I~

I5I1l! <!I~ '~ ~ 'I'W!l

VW1 ~, ~

We,<m;

~ ~, ~<>rn ~'1;
~ ~ <i"Il ~~,
~ l.'!fm

d1tm

9jtI5,

$e, t5ffu!

~, '~' 

~~~VJ:!~ I ~
jg1Ii ~ ~, ~~, ~~ t"fOlfil~ ~ ~<t ~, ~<>rn

~ ~ C'IK<l ~ ~ I
~~fI!: ~~~~
<!I~~ I

~ ~fI!: ~ <!I~ ~ <!I'l"'[ill
~fI!: <!I~ 15I1\6..t~ 'l'1'1, ''Mi1 il"I'1

~fI!: ''1\!i Gf'I "'Pl' I-~ ~

~' -

<!I~,

'~ W!" , '1"IlF!1 I5I1l! <!I'I' i!!fil,~ ~
~ ~ (;'W1l Vn'1~(ft11 ~ ~ I
~ I5"l!1\6 ~- '~ 'Mi1 il"I'1 'I't'It' I ~c-!
~~'I'lJ~~'l1, '~~' I

I5I1l! i!!fil '1"IlF!1 ''''I1C'R',

ISmVF!~~ <!I ~
~I

IS~ <!I'R 15ll (;'W1l ~,

IS ~

~ 9fWl11

''''I1C'R'

9f1f<l R!

'f'R '1"IlF!1 ~, ''1\!i Gf'I "'Pl' I
(Haq p. 42)

(Choudhuri, p. 34)

[My underlining]
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Dr. Mafi ze Choudhuri in hi s translatio n used few words frequent ly from th e source text.
In thi s part very interestingly we notice that Dr. Mafize Choudhuri quotes, "God bl ess us"
and "Amen" in his translation and here hi s translation seems more narrative than Syed
Shamsul Haq. Even Mafi ze Choudhuri 's use of wo rds like, "~ l.'i1ll1 d>Tm ~, "IWil ~
C'OOl ~ ~," is more colloq uial than Syed Shamsu l Haq 's one, '~ ~ ~'1 ~,
~9fil ~ ~,"

we see that here he used a particular word "~.. " There are few

foreign words, class ical allusions which Mafi ze Choudhury used in his trans lati on very
frank ly from the source text, and thereby to some extent his trans lation seems more
co lloq uial and informal than Syed shamsu l Haq's one, who sometimes omitted or
preferred other synonyms fo r those words like;

In Act: 1, Sc: 2 (Foreign word):
Duncan: [ . . ... . ] go get him surgeons. (50), II 1SR'ffi:
(Haq, p 19), 1SR'ffi::

~

m

'!1'{l

'11C<sf1O'1~ ~I

'!1'{l

~

m '1l'8 m..1fm ~

(Choudhuri, p 17), [My underlining].

In Act: 1, Sc: 2 (Classical allusions):

Ross: [ . . ....] The Thane of Cawdor, began a di smal co nflict! Till that Bell ona's
bri degroom, lapp 'd in proof, I Confronted him with self-comparisons (63- 64),
[ . . . . . . ] iP!:

"'loll.. 'I'ti51il

~9fil ~ <I~

~~/ ~~ ~ ~; ~ ~ <1'1 ~ <lI1f'<>iB! ~-

<j1I'AJ

~ ~

9f(;l!/

(Haq, p 19), II

iP!: ro<IC'1HI~ <j1I, ~"l,

~ ~ ~ Wro<I' / ~ ~ ~ >riIR ~ (Choudhuri, p 17) [My und erlining].
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In Act: 2, Sc: 3 (Classical allusions):

Macduff: Approach the chamber, and destroy your sight I With a new Gorgon .
[Macbeth, Shakespeare, P. 51], II ~JI"\5I'1': ~ <nil ~- No'! ~ ~I,*;jj~ ~ /

m

m

~ ~

"'I"IC~

'I1'f!

9f1~ 1 (Haq, p 27), ~JI"\5I'1':

'<[l!

m ~I

~ <1<R ~ /

C'l(;'I

[ ...... ] (Choudhuri , p 38). [My underlining]

In Act: I, Sc: 3 (Name of persons):
Macbeth:

r... ... ] By Sinel's death,

I know I am Thane ofG lamis (85 - 86) 11 "liJ1<I':

11T'@rn ~'W! VI <!if@!, ~ ~ "totO! (Haq, p 23) II "liJ1<I': ~ ~

'l"',

~ <!if@! ~

tII!'I (Choudhuri , p 20). [My underlining]

In Act: I, Sc : 6 (Foreign word) :

Banquo: This guest of summerl The temple- haunting martlet does approve (6- 7)
I I ~WI't: <!I"f1tOI VI ~

R:"JPl 'J:Wl

~ '!111/ ~ !;'ii;t ~

9f1l'I,

<!1>11 ~~, <!I 'j1:<fiI ~ ~ (Haq , p 33) II 'Ut<-t.'1't: <!I~ ~

9f1l'I,

~ <!I"f1tOI l"JI "IiUI/

~k'l~ ~/ ~-

'I1'1R ~ [ ...... ] (Choudhuri, p 27). [My underlining]

In Act: 2, Sc: 2 (Foreign word):
Lady Macbeth: [ .. .. .. ] Get your nightgown, lest occasion call us, (95) II f.1iI®, "liJ1<I':
~ 'l1'8 ~ c9fP'11<ll"; W1 ~ <!Il"JI '!111 (Haq, p.44), II f.1iI®, "liJ1<I': ~ ~ 9fC'l1; W1

'i'fC1I%R ~, W1 ~ i5lV'I' (Choudhuri, P 35). [My underlining]

In Act: 4, Sc: 3 (Foreign word):

Macduff: The tyrant has not batter' d at their peace? (2 13), II 'Il1 ..\5I'1': ~
C'lTil ~ ~ <nil R ~? (Haq, p 88), II 'Il1 .. \5I'1': ~ ~
~?

(Choudhuri, p 72). [My underlining]

<5I"lOO

<nil R
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In Act: 5, Sc: 3 (Foreign word):
Macbeth: Bring me no reports [ . .. . .. ] (2), II

~'4: <!11m '1~~ ~toI1 'l1

(Hag, p 95),

II ~'4: ~'I<t Rlt~ <!11m ~toI1 'l1 ~"l1t'1 [ ...... ] (Choudhuri, p 77). [My underlining]

Here we see that M. Choudhuri used few foreign words and he also brings the classical
allusions in his translation from the main text;

"~"

according to Roman mythology

who is the Goddes of War and "'1'*''', who is the snake- headed monster, so terrible to
look upon that a glance turned the beholder to stone according to Greek mythology. But
Syed Shamsul Hag avoided such reference from the main text in hi s translation. Besides
these, M. Choudhuri used words like

'~', '~", "\OII~~", "(!I'~I~I!l", • I!l'1'f.jq

in his

translation as well. And these Arabic words that we always use in our daily li fe
conversations in Bangladesh, attains an impression that M. Choudhuri kept in mind that,
he is translating the tragedy for a large audience who are Muslims and who are cu lturally
very used to using such words in their daily lives. And thereby, to some extent his
translation is likely to be a little more communicative than Syed Shamsul Hag's
translation, whom we always find being very selective in terms of using poetic words that
possess a littl e more intensity and sound more lyrical than M. Choudhuri. For example in
Scene I, Act 3, when Macbeth is talking to the two murderers regarding Banguo's
presence in hi s life:
Macbeth: So is he mine: and in such bloody distance,
That every minute of his being thursts
Against my near'st of life: [ ... . .. .] (142- 144)
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'1Jf<W!~: ~ '5

"1W t'!1

"l1m

~

P

~I

~

1I1'1J GiI'WI~! ~ ~ ~ ~'1

'alC'fil

5f'&tll "W5

~ ~ ~ ~!

"C'!

Wi>

Gi1'M

~ '51ll ~. ~ 'nil C'f.l

~I

(Choudhuri, P 45) [My underlining)

(Haq, p 59)

As this paper is studying the transformations of the tragedy in the light of semantic and
communicative translation, apart from these differences, these two versions of the
tragedy mainly come under the form of a semantic translation rather than communicative.
Communicative translation, which concentrates more or less on attaining an equivalence
to a ' cu ltural adaptation' of the source text. In these two translations I didn't come across
any such illustrations. [fwe go through a few famous speeches in Macbeth made by Lady
Macbeth and Macbeth himself, we will see both the translators are different in their
presentation but the translations are very faithful to the words and meaning of the source
text.
For example,
Lady Macbeth: What beast was't then
That made you break this enterprise to me?
And to be more than what you were a man:
And to be more than what you were, you would
Be so much more the man. Nor time, nor place
Did then adhere, and yet you would make both:
They have made themselves, and that their fitness now
Does unmake you. I have given suck, and know
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How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me:
I wou ld, whi le it was sm iling in my face,
Have plucke'd my nipple from his boneless gums'
And dash' d the brains out, had I so sworn
As you have done to thi s.
(Act.! , Sc. 7, L 58- 70)

•
oW; 'lJl<m'''i: ~

rn 9ft)~ f:1' ~ l:'l

~ 'lJl<m'''i: \!5l "!lL"I ~

~ '<'R

9ft)

~W1Wol1

~

~ ~ ~ "I~ "iW1>~

~ "I ""fb~~ ~ mIDI "I~ ~

"I'''i1? ~'<'R~, ~~

'<'R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~RiJ l' IQ I

~, ~ ~

"'Ili'l

l:'l-

\!l!f'f"l'

=1'f"1' ~ R'D!! ~

~ ~ ~ I $ -"I'1"l

~ ~

W'l,

~

c9fhCO'lQ ~

\!l!f~ 1

"1'1'1 ~ ~

~

on

~- ~~~ I

$

~firo~~~~~~,

~~,

'q

"I ~ l'lRi'V"", I "I"R ~

rn ~ rn firo~ ~ 1111% t"if:1'

"l9ft'l!',

~~~fu~~,

~ ~ ~ ~ !l;C'!5 I '1J~ I

gq "I'Bl

~

<ronf[;,

"Ifu

~

~

f:1'WI1

"'Ili'l,

~ "I"I"ffiI

~

~

\!5l

f'1C'!5

'q

~

~ ;g;u,

~ ~ ~

~ ~

'<l11!!\!5l>T I

"'Ili'l

;

<m "'Ili'l,

'iI'J:il

~'Rl firof:1';

~ ~ C'l"R,

~ ~ ~ fPl:'l "i11'1 ~

firof:1'

\!5li1 ~ ~ !I;C'!5 ;g;n~ ~

~"11"i1i1~~~ I

(Hag, p 29)

(Choudh uri , p 36)

Again, another famous speech by Macbeth fro m Act 5, Sc. 5, when he hears about Lady
Macbeth 's death and says-
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Macbeth: She should have died hereafter:
There would have been a time for such a word:
To-morrow, To-morrow and To-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time:
And all our yesterdays, have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle,
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more. It is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury
Signifying nothing.

1Il1'R'I'i:

1Il1'R'I'i: "'RJ .!1"1'fi\;! ~ ~ ~
'flrn 'K'if\!i ~-

'\5Ji~1'i"

"I'' l11il

~ ~ "'RJ ~ ~ ~ ~ I

f.'b'R 'flrn

'1R1f.':51 I

"lOl 'I'Jal, ~ "lOl 'I'Jal, "'1m

~

li18

W1

~ .!1~ ~q '®5 I

"lOl ~ "lOl ~,

9jJClI 9jJClI

'I'Jal' 'flrn ~ W1

"fTi'

~ ~ ~

'foIf~ 'f'lClRl ~ "!1'II'il

GJ'lfii

li18,

I'

\5J\~k\5" ~lPl1 '>f'i ~ ~ ~'1

'l1ffhI

'I"ID'! I f.IDg 'l1, f.IDg 'l1, '8~

'l1ffhI

~,-

~ ~ >1R'l ~; \5i~ "l1W1' .!1"1'
"'1""1' '1I-f

~9fi1

'I'Cil

~'1 ~

'f1\51"T"f ~ :

\5J1"'fOl1i1

.!1"1' ~ ~,

~'fiI~~, ~

'f!l

'l'5

'iR

~ \5i@RI ~ r~

li18
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c!I'1'

(Choudhuri, p. 81)

m<'f ~, ~ ~ 3r!l

~'5l"~1

(Haq, plOD)

From the very beginning it has already been to ld that Mafize Choudhuri is little more
narrative than Syed Shamsul Haq, who has made his translation shorter. But from these
two segments, we see that both the translators are very faithful to the main source. And
we also see that, M. Choudhuri's one is more narrative than S. Shamsul Haq's one, which
didn't translate a few words but has kept the mood and the meaning of the source text
intact.
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CHAPTER 3
Translation a/Othello in Bangladesh: A Study

In this chapter, translation of Shakespeare's Othello by Munier Chowdhury and Kabir
Chowdhury will be discussed which was published in January, 1981 and staged in Mahila
Samiti in September 1981 by Theatre, one of the leading theatre groups in Bangladesh,
directed by Abdullah Al Mamun. But even before this publication, we find that Othello
was translated into BangIa, titled r5t>r m~~(Bhim Shingho) by Tarinicharan Pal way back
in 1875. But this was a communicative

("'I~li~I~)

translation of Othello rather than

semantic. All the characters were portrayed under a Bengali frame with Bengali names
and culture. After twenty years of this translation, Kaliprashanya Chatterjee again
translated Othello into BangIa in 1894. It is told that Kaliprashanya Chatterjee also
changes the names of the characters in his translation and places the whole play in a
Bengali context. But unlike Tarinicharan Pal, Kaliprashanya Chatterjee tried to be
faithful to the source text. Again in 1905 we got another translation by Nanilal Banerjee
Rudrasen and in 1919 by Debendranath Basu.
Now coming back to Bangladesh, in 1970 when Munier Chowdhury, who was th e
fOllndin g father of modem Bengali drama in Bangladesh published ;['!iff?f'S1<ff ~'f, the
translation of Shakespeare's The Taming of The Shrew, it was such a great success that he
was greatly encouraged to translate another Shakespearean tragedy, Othello. One thing
can be mentioned here that one of hi s short plays Ektala-Dotala has made the mark of
being the first ever Bengali drama telecast on TV in 1965.
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Munier Chowdhury, who started trans lat in g Othello but unfortunatel y he was kidnapped
and is beli eved to have been brutall y kill ed by the notorious co ll aborators of the Paki stani
occ upation forces in 1971 , could not translate the whole play and it remained incompl ete.
He had translated Othello up to 359 lines of Scene 3 of Act 3 and it was also publi shed in

Theatre, a magazine on theatre and its activities around Bangladesh, in 1972.
Subsequently Ramendu Majumdar, the editor of Th eatre and one of the renowned artists
in the fi eld of theatre in Bangladesh, requested Prof. Kabir Chowdhury to complete the
partly translated Othello, which Kabir Chowdhury accomplished and received an
immense response from the readers resulting in bringing up its second, third and fourth
edition in 1984, 1990 and 1995 respectively. Talking to Prof. Kabir Chowdhury, he said
that when Ramendu Majumdar asked him to complete the translation he was very sure
that translating Shakespeare was never an easy task for him and he delayed translating the
play thereby. But in the end he decided to take up the task of completing the translation
of Oth ello. He did so for three reasons. Firstly, he says , to complete the text, secondly to
grab the chance of placing his name beside Munier Chowdhury and thirdly, in this
process paying a tribute to such a legend as Munier Chowdhury, who laid the path for
others to translate Shakespeare.

To begin with, the configuration of Othello by Shakespeare is such that, it is a five Act
play with fifteen scenes altogether, and it has been maintained chronologically all
through the translation unlike Syed Shamsul Haq and Mafize Chaudhury, who di vide a
scene into more scenes in their translations of Macbeth .
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The translation of Othello by Munier Chowdhury and Kabir Chowdhury is different than
that of Syed Shamsul Hag and Mafize Choudhury in terms of its writing style. Munier
Chowdhury, who inspired and made a platform for the other translators in Bangladesh by
translating his Taming of the Shrew, telecasted on Bangladesh Television as a TV serial
on 26 th September 1969, got immense popularity from the audience. He translated the
play in prose rather than following the particular form that Shakespeare maintained, the
blank verse. And again here in Othello, he started translating the play in the same maImer,
not rhythmical rather a narrative (prose) way unlike Syed Shamsul Hag and Mafize
Choudhury's style in Macbeth, who kept the blank verse approach in their translations.
For example, if we take a look at a segment from the translations of Macbeth by Syed
Shamsul Hag and Mafize Choudhury side by side with Othello by Munier Chowdhury
and Kabir Chowdhury, the difference of their writing style of their translations are very
obvious. For example in Scene I, Act 3 of Macbeth , when Macbeth is talking to the two
murderers regarding Banguo's presence in his life,
Macbeth: So is he mine: and in such bloody distance,
That every minute of his being thursts
Against my near'st of life (142- 144)
~"i: ~ I!i ~

1':'11 "itm

~

P
~

~I

'!'IT ""I'IJI~! ~

~<m ~ C'1'"'5

m

~ "II!i'lI''l

m ~ ~ ~!
(M. Choudhuri, p. 45)

C'l ~ ~ ~ \5~

"'I1'I1il

m <rol C'l"T

~1

(S. Shamsul Haq. p.59)
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And here a bit from the translation of Othello by Munier Chowdhury, the very first
speech by Roderigo in Scene I of Act 1;
Roderigo: Thus! Never tell me; I take it

~<;jJ : QjJ<1' I ~ "'I1il ~ "'-'41

much unkindly

~~ ~ I >M<! l:'f'!'l ~ 1!il1~

That thou, Iago, who hast had my purse

\!iI"'-I"'C~ \!iIl'lI1i!

As if the strings were thine, shouldst know

"1'" "lI5 "1~ "'-'41 i!l!R1 ~ 1!il1"fR \!iIl'lI1i!

Of this. (1-5)

~1!51'i'l'1'1"1~R?

'i>ff1

"RfIi ~ ~I "'I1il

(Chowdhury. p 35)
Here we see that Munier Chowdhury didn't maintain any rhythm in his translation and he
is very narrative and later Kabir Chowdhury also had to continue with the same style that
differs from the manner we notice in Syed Shamsul Hag and Mafize Choudhury's
translation of Macbeth. In Macbeth , both the translators were very keen to translate the
play semantically but in Othello Munier Chowdhury and Kabir Chowdhury seemed to be
very keen to convey the meaning and the mode of the source text besides translating
semantically and as Munier Chowdhury chose a narrative form to elaborate the meaning
of the source text. Most of the time he has arranged the words in his translation in a way
that comes up with a different look but with the same meaning and mode that the source
text contains which the earlier example given here from Scene 1 of Act I of Othello
illustrates so. The intensity of the meaning of every line of the source text in his
translation elaborates, sometimes by adding few extra words or by using different phrases
in place of exact words from the source text, and it makes the translation more readable.
For example in Scene 1 of Act 2, when [ago is misrepresenting the relationship between
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Desdemona and Cassio to Roderigo which Roderigo even doesn't want to believe, then
rago replies ;
[ago: Blessed fig's end! the wine she

m'ft : 9fWr 'R on ~ "':f1

drinks is made of grapes; if she had been

'G

blessed she wou ld never have loved the

"'If'1 ~ 9fWr

Moor; blessed pudding!

'61'1~I~C\!i

Didst thou not see her paddle with the palm

<1M"'\!i11 ~I f.f; <ro! ~iI

of his hand? didst not mark that?

0f'll'J ~ ?

C'iiJ1 ~

'>fR <ro!

'G

>i'['l

I V'R, C'!

9ff.'im

~~ ~ ~ on?

WI

f.ffi~ ~ 'I5C'I .!l ~
V'R?

(315- 3 19)

9fWr

*

on

b];l'lf"iz"l

(Chowdhury, p 61)

Again, in Scene 3 of Act 2, when Cassio is asking rago to be with him to have a walk
through the city;
"Cassio: Welcome, rago; we must to the watch." (19) II
~ ~ ~ I

D"J:l

'-'I~ "l1'IMoiilICQ1 ~ <ro!

I5!Wl

"~
I"

: '-'I~ C'!

m'ft

I

"'l1'1f.i

'-'I~

[My underlining]
(Chowdhury, p.65)

In the same scene, when Cassio was drunk and claiming not to be, others are replying;

"All: Excellent well." (132) II

"~

: "il'I1 !

*

'l"i1~ ~ I"

[My underlining]
(Chowdhury, p.65)

And just after this when Cassio exits, rago says to others:
"rago: You see tlus fellow that is gone before; I He is a soldier fit to stand by Caesarl And
give direction [ ..... .]" (137- 139) II

"m'ft : ffi '-'I~ \!>ftC'! ~~,

~ \5[1' '6t'1l <ro!

[ ........ ]. " [My underlining]
(Chowdhury, p 68)
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In Scene 3 of Act 3, when rago arges Othello not to suspect Desdimona after making him

puzzled about the relationship between Desdemona and Cassio, Othello says; "Fear not
my government" (315) II '~ 0J1'I' I ~ 'K'IC'! '"l1f'i 'I"1,oi'1i(09f~' I and rago replies, "I
once more take my leave" (316) II '~ '"l1f'i "'''11~ ~ f.Wo:'
(Chowdhury, p 88)

From these examp les we detect that Munier Chowhury had a tendency to explain the
lines a little more within the given space, by arranging and adding few words deliberately

~ ~' II

"~ '1~'IC'!

'"l1f'i 'I"1,oi'1i(09f

~'

in his translation. This made his

translation simpler and clearer, which neither changes the meaning nor goes against the
mode of the source text but brings the meaning to a level, and makes it very readable.
More over, the song sung by rago in Scene 3 of Act 2, is translated as:
And let me the canakin clink, clink;
And let me the canakin clink:
A so ldier's a man;
A life's but a span;
Why then let a soldier drink.
(82- 86)

t9f~iiijiC\!i t9f~iiijiC\!i ~~m~ ~
'llVSf ~ ~~m~ 'I'\!i

'l:l

'I'\!i 'ifR I

~ ~

'1T'I

fiAT 'IF!

fiAT

"'!%f ~ '1'l"1 ~ ~I§ ~ "lR "lR I
'GCij ~ ~ jjJiij, W~

'I'fu 'ifR , 'I'fu "fR,

~

'I'fu "fR
'I'fu "fR I

[My underlining]

(Chowdhury, p 67)

This shows how he went through the lines in detail and exp lains one step more than that
of the source text. The five lined song that Munier Chowdhury wrote by adding two more
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lines translated into seven lines keeping a rhythm, he made it livelier despite retaining the
essence of the original.
On the other hand Kabir Chowdhury, who translated Othello from the line 360 of Scene 3
of Act 3, had to keep the same pace, approach and mode in order to supply the same
flavor that Munier Chowdhury kept in his translation. But, talking to Prof. Kabir
Chowdhury, he says that he would have tried to translate Othello in the same manner that
Munier Chowdhury applied if he was translating the play from the very beginning. He
because he thinks that every translator takes up his or her own style of translating any
foreign text of different languages and in case of translating Shakespeare he prefers the
manner, Munier Chowdhury applied. But as Kabir Chowdhury completed an incomplete
construction of Othello in Bangia, naturally he tried to be as closer to the Munier
Chowdhury's translation but he is a different personality with his own way, which is
reflected in his translation as well, when his way of translating Shakespeare, comes up
with a slight difference than Munier Chowdhury. For example, Munier Chowdhury used
very simple words and his arrangement of words seems very easy going, like
conversation from daily life while in Kabir Chowdhury's translation, we note a tendency
to use formal (hard) words that give his use of language a more eleuvated status. For
example, when lago tells Othello about the handkerchief with Cassio, Othello gets very
upset and says:
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Othello: O! that the slave had forty
thousand lives;
One is too poor, too weak for my revenge
Now do I see 't is true. Look here, lago ;
All my fond love thus do I blow to
heaven:
"t is gone.
Arise, black vengeance, from the hollow
hell l
Yield up, 0 love! Thy crown and hearted
throne
To tyrannous hate. Swell, bosom, with
thy fraught,
For 't is of aspics' tongues!

'8t~ : '8~ <1!\ "I'iI'I '"!@II '8

~9il ~M~ !

<Ifi1 DfoM

~

-!I~ W'1 ~ 'WI

~ ~1f?I ~ ~ "!tl -!I'R '"!@I ~
~ ~ t'l 'I'l 'I'!lJI ~,", -!I~ t'\"l, ~
'l'R!l ",10'1111>11 -!I"f je.~It:i1 '"!@I ~

fi1oI1'I

I

-!I~ 'I'l R:t"t'I ~ t"M i -!I~ '1~~1<S t~

~"I '83 f.t¢I ~~- ~ , ttf'l - "'1C"MI>lI~

"i~f.1siW \!i!R
~

f.t¢I

m l'i~~ 'WI
'1'11

-!I~ <5!1f'~

~"<I'fil",

~

~

"'~~~I
[My und erlining]

(Sc.4, Act. 3, L 543- 551)

rChowdhury, p 931

Again a coup le of segments from Scene 1 of Act 4, when Othello raised his hand to
Desdemona and Lodovico asks Othello to "Make her amends, she weeps" (308) II
~, ~ W!;f.l'!R "fiR"

'~

(Chowdhury, p 107) and after that when Desdemona says to

Othello- "1 will not stay to offend you" (3 13)

II "\3It9f"!1i1 ~ t;","ftl'R "I'iI'I "!t, ~'

«Chowdhury, p 108). [My umderlynig]
Here we see that, Kabir Chowdhury's trans lation is very semantic but his selection of
picking up the words for translation like- ",!"'*,", ''1M'f<S'', '~', ""i~f.1siW", "'l'II''',
""'~",

"~',

"t;","\1'R"

puts a mark against Munier Chowdhury's way of

translation, who chose very simp le words which are easy to understand and we normally
use those in our daily life.

Munier Chowdhury and Kabir Chowdhury both of them have done a semantic translation
of Othello wi th no sign of being communicative. But the art to break the words within the
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words in Munier Chowdhury's translation is remarkable, showing his brilliance of
reading between the lines, which differs from the style of Syed Shamsul Hag and Mafi ze
Chowdhury. Munier Chowdhury' s translation is narrative and he has narrated the source
text in his translation withi n the space that Shakespeare created in his play. Kabir
Chowdhury who has very successfully translated the rest of the play despite the
differences that he made in terms of selecting words and phrases which can hardly be
detected as a difference, can be considered as a liberty that a translator usually takes
while translating any text from different language as Kabir Choudhury thinks. He says
that such liberty taken by a translator, li ke omitting or adding few extra words or
exp laining the mode or meaning of the source text in a different way is no harm, if it
brings more clarity into the translation.
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CHAPTER 4
Shakespearean Theatre in Bangladesh: An Overview

Though Lebedeff, a Russian intellectual founded the first BangIa theatre by establishing
the Bengali Theatre in 1795 at Dharrntolla (at present Ezra Street) in Kolkata, the
background of theatre movement in Bangladesh started just after the Liberation War in
Bangladesh from 1972-73.

Lebedeff staged a drama in BangIa translation called Kalpanik Sangbadal on 27
November 1795 and his success inspired Bengalis to build a number of theatres in
Kolkata in the nineteenth century. These include Hindu Theatre (1831), Oriental Th eatre

(1853), Jorasanko Natyashala (1854), and Bidyotsahini Mancha (1857). And with the
same spirit a few theatre were also estab lished in Dhaka towards the end of the nineteenth
century; like Purbabanga Rangabhumi (1865), Crown Theatre Stage (between 1890 and
1892) and Diamond Jubilee Theatre (1897). At this time a theatre called Jagaddhatri

Natyamancha was built in Munshiganj town. This theatre exists even today. During the
first two decades of the twentieth century, quite a few theatres were established outside
Dhaka. These include Edward Theatre. Kllulna Theatre (1905), Coronation Dramatic

Club, (Tangail, 1911). At this period the zamindars of Santosh, Elenga, Shibpur, Aloa
and Karatia in Tangai l established a number of theatres. After the partition of India in
1947 another one was established by the name of Mahbub Ali Institute in Dhaka. It is a
permanent theatrical hall established in 1950 in old Dhaka. It began working in 1951 by
staging Sharat Chandra Chattopadhyay's Vijaya. Besides, The Central Students Union of
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Dhaka University staged Bijan Bhattacharya's play Jabanbandi here. In 1952 Sikander
Abu Zafar' s hi storical play Sirajudda ula, The Doctors' Club of Dhaka Medi cal Co llege 's

Manmayi Girls School and the college's students union performed Tarashankar
Bandyopadhyaya' s Dipantar in thi s place. Bidhayak Bhattacharya's Matir Ghar was also
staged by 'Agradoot Natyasangha' here. But after that till the independence of
Bangladesh in 197 1 there were hardly any major signs of any theatrical acti viti es.
Moreover, the state of the theatre in Bangladesh (East Pakistan) during that period was
much unformed and scattered, quoting from ,",1'I~tIf!< '"I"M-

>lo/I" : fW<r

rJ'iW (Abdullah Al

Mamun: Phirey Dekha), where Abdullah AI M amun says, "~1SiA1 <ml, t'l ~ ~
~iilJ'1'i~t't~

Olffi

~C'I'iili "I ifib'i1<!i ~I ~(gtfal ~iilJ '1'i~~i

\!i"R'(l

~ ~ ~ ~ I" [As far

as it is known, that at that time onl y a few Indi an plays were staged in Bangladesh , when
the local dramatists were still struggling here. Abdullah Al Mamun: Phirey Dekha , p.105]
But despite all the obstacles that the theatre activists faced, during the Pakistani mi srul e
over Bangladesh, when they wanted to sabotage our culture, lan guage by declaring of
'Urdu' as the State language of Pakistan in 1948 in Dhaka, trying to ban Rabindra
Sangeet and Pahela Bayshakhi festival, we remember with gratitude the contributi on of
playwrights like Nurul Momen, Sayeed Ahmed, Allis Chowdhury, Show kat Osman and
Munier Chowdhury, which was priceless and noteworthy. They produced many plays,
full of social concern, demanding the need for the enhancement o f human ri ghts
know ledge in their writings. And they set th e platform whereupon the group theater in the
independent Bangladesh started its journey, to create a new arena of culti vati on o f
modem drama keeping pace with the contemporary modem theatre world .
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Staging plays with a single character within only a scene is always challenging and
appreciated allover the world and Nurul Momen was the pioneer in the fie ld of
Bangladeshi theatre who brought and introduced such style even before the independence
of Bangladesh by staging his Nemesis. He was one of the very well known hard working
personalities among the theatre activists whose attempt to moderni ze the theatre here is
beyond compare. His other remarkable plays are- Rupantor, Jadi Emon Hoto, Ala Chaya,

Naya Khandan, Aainer Antorale etc, which were written mainly in a satirical way, where
he had hardly left any chance to mock the uneven socio- economic sphere in which the
general people are living. On the other hand Munier Chowdhury's writings and his plays
were adding a new wave in the process of gearing up against Pakistani incursion besides
enriching the path to develop our theatre. The way modem progressive attitude and social
awareness was shown in his plays, matched with the contemporary issues and the
reflection of history he brought, through short and simple dialogues in his plays Iike-

Kabar, Chi/hi, Dando, Dandodhar, Manush and Marmantik. Till now ·Munier
Chowdhury is considered to be a guide for the theatre activists in the post- independent
Bangladesh. Beside them, at the same time Sayeed Ahmed and Anis Chowdhury also
played an important role by producing abstract plays where they were very keen to
uphold the despondent state of the middle class family on the stage. Especially Sayeed
Chowdhury's abstract style of presenting his thoughts in his plays like Kalb ela, Milepost,

Trishnay became more popular abroad than here.

It has already been said that the background of theatre movement in Bangladesh started

just after the Liberation War in Bangladesh and theatre activists like Nurul Momen, Saied
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Ahmed, Anis Chowdhury, Munier Chowdhury, along with a few other playwrights and
stage performers, who went to India during the war and came in touch with the theatre
activities in Kolkata. They were inspired and were acquainted with the modem flavors of
theatre activities there which they had had hardly any chance to apply or practice or to
construct a professional atmosphere here compared to what they saw and experienced
there. And it was because of the limitations imposed by the overruling Pakistani
Government who never showed respect towards our own culture and customs, which bear
our own identity. But all of a sudden the whole scenario started changing rapidly after we
got independent in 1971. The theatre activists got an immense opportunity to create a
space for freely practicing theatre activities by applying all the experiences and resources
that they had, with a view to keep pace with the modem world theatre. In this context,
quoting Abdullah AI Mamun from Abdullah Al Mamun : Phirey Dekha, ''c>!

~ 1!il11ib"lt!l1

1lRJ C'I'A 'i'4' ~ ~ ~ 1!iI1'4~ C'I'A tl'!l!~ ~~ ~ l'.'I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "I<ll

~ '$1 ~ ~, '11~~'I'lt'11 .,."ijR ~ '1K~ m<l~ t~ ~ ~
C'I'A ;n (}IIltO"Il15IC1 'l1~'1ICqr:'11

"IIUJ-

"IIUJ'!Iil1,

<!l

~ ~ ~ ~ <ro1' ~I" [The play which has

no stage, no forum of artists to perfonn it, that is an absence of inspiration, the task of
writing plays are not easy at all. Still they have written plays, brought the atmosphere of
theatre in Independent Bangladesh and established the tradition of staging plays here.

Abdullah Al Mamun: Phirey Dekha, p.11 0]

The sprit of the Liberation War plays a key role in the theatre movement. From the very
begilming of the movement, the theatre in Bangladesh started upholding the spirit of the
war for freedom , democracy and anti- communalism. Senior play wrights, like Abdullah
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(1978), Manoj Mitra's Sajano Bagan (1980) and Vijay Tendulkar's Chup Adalat
Chalchhe (1984). In 1973 the Nagarik Natya Sampraday staged Bidagdha Ramanikul,
Taila Sankat, Cross Purpose and Nisiddha Pallite. Among the other theatre and cultural
groups that staged plays here from time to time were Aranyak Natyadal, Dhaka Theatre,
Nanda.llik Natya Sampraday, Dhaka Padatik, Bangladesh Udichi Shilpigoshti, Bibartan
Sanskritik Kendra, Lokanatya Dal, Dhaka Little Theatre, Sarak Sahitya 0 Sanskritik
Sangathan and Lion Theatre.

And some of the notable plays performed at Guide House Auditorium by different
dramatic societies include Prajapatir Lilalasya (1972) and Oedipus (1982) by
Bahubachan, Payer Awaj Paoya Jay (1976), Ghare Baire (1985), Kokilara (1989) and
Antigone (1992) by Theatre; Shakuntala (1978) by Dhaka Theatre, Dewan Gazir Kissa
and Bisarjan (1985) by Nagarik Natya Sampraday, Jiban Ghase Agun (1986) by
Subachan Natya Sangsad; Padma Nadir Majhi (1991), Mahaprayan (1994) and Ekattarer
Dingulo (1995) by Lokanatya Dal, Asman Tara Shadi (1991) and Bajimat (1994) by
Samay Sangskritik Gosthi; No Vacancy (1991) by Kushilab Natya Sampraday; Bichchhu
(1991), Lalsalu (1991) and Tughlok (1992) by Natyadhara; Hallucination (1992) by
Sarak; Merchant of Venice (1993) by Dhaka Little Theatre; Court Martial (1993),
Kalantar (1994) and Golapjan (1995) by Theatre Art; Putul Khela (1993) and Bhrtya
Rajaktantra (1995) by Kanthashilan; Bibisab (1994) by Dhaka Subachan Natyadal ;
Ph era (1994) by Dhaka Padatik; Public (1995) by Jahangirnagar Theatre etc.
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One thing can be mentioned here that, even in that period when Bangladesh got its
freedom, people were not much used to going to a theatre show in the evening and for
this two factors are responsible. One, the condition through which the Bangladeshis had
to go through, under the Pakistani regime where the habit of getting involved in theatre
didn't get the chance to flourish and secondly, the traditional mentality of many Muslims
here, not willing to mix with people or activities which go against the Islamic sentiment.
But after 1971 , that started changing gradually.

From that time onwards, the development of the post independent theater arena in
Bangladesh can be divided into two major streams- one is, plays based on original BangIa
scripts and the other, plays adapted or translated from foreign scripts. At this point Syed
Shan1sul Haq says that in the whole world whenever anything good has taken place for
the welfare of the people for any nation, the whole world shares and belongs to that good
thing. And so it happened and is still happening to the development of our theatre. We
didn't confine ourselves to only the original BangIa scripts but have brought the foreign
scripts, playwrights and their translations in our theatre to enrich our stage and give a
taste of modem theatre to our audience. He also says that the lines written by a poet can
be very personal but when a playwright writes a play that becomes a social product by
incorporating people, social- economic problems, politics, human relationship and so on

within the play that subsequently demands a stage which in tum works as a mirror for the
society. That is why a stage is a common platform for people from all over the world, to
represent their society, their feelings, views and ideologies and it becomes a process of
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exchanging ideas from different places besides knowing one's own people and country.
As far as Shakespeare's plays are concerned, his works are very well known all over the
world and have appealed to people for centuries. Thereby the attempt to translate his
plays and stage them for a large number of audiences is praiseworthy as many theatre
goers might have heard about Shakespeare but hardly knew his works, and credit goes to
those trans lators and performers who made it possib le by staging Shakespeare in different
times in Bangladesh.

In the earli er chapters as I have discussed the translations of books like Macbeth by Syed
Shamsul Haq, Macbeth by Mafize Choudhury and Othello by Munier Chowdhury and
Kabir Chowdhury, it is relevant to mention here that Othello was staged in Mahi la Samiti
in Dhaka in September 1981 by Theatre, directed by Abdullah Al Mamun and Syed
Shanlsul Haq's Macbeth was staged as a joint collaboration in The British Co uncil
Auditorium and Mahila Shamiti by Nagorik and Theatre in Dhaka in 1984.

These were staged under the same settings provided by Shakespeare but apart from these,
the adaptation of Hamlet by Aly Zaker, who titled the play Darpan , gave the plot a rural
setting, where the characters used local dialect but remained faithful to the main story
line. It was staged by Nagorik (1987- 88). There was another experimental attempt, taken
by Natyadhara ( 1994- 95), a free adaptation of Hamlet scripted by Alok Basu titled Ah

Hamlet, which is a city version of Hamlet, set in Dhaka city. In 2005, Dhaka University
Drama and Music Department made a modem adaptation of Macbeth by breakin g away
from the traditional setting of the source text. They used TV and newspapers as
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metaphors for the witches, which have become a means to influence people to become
more aggressive. The play was a piece of a modem story relating to what is happening
around us. These attempts prove that Shakespeare's work is everlasting and can be
recreated even on the basis of the demand that matches the post- modem world.

Now commg back to the translations of Shakespeare by Munier Chowdhury, Kabir
Chowdhury, Syed Sharnsul Haq and Mafize Choudhury,that I have discussed in this
paper, all the translators have tried to remain as faithful as possible to the source texts. In
Othello, Munier Chowdhury and Kabir Chowdhury made a semantic but a narrative

translation, which becomes very readable and comparatively easier for the perfonners to
act, especially while delivering the dialogues on stage. On the other hand, Syed Sharnsul
Haq and Mafize Choudhury made a semantic translation but both of them were very
concerned about being faithful to the rhythm of the source text. At this very point when
Syed Shamsul Haq says that he tried to make a faithful and creative translation and by
pointing out the word 'creativity' he adds that, every word from any particular language
bears a unique color which creates a different frame of mind and the approach of th e
meaning of the words from other languages, is very difficult to bring into another
language like Bangia. From the very beginning he tried to keep the pace, especially th e
rhythm intact and as close as possible to the source text. Keeping in mind the way th e
inner conflict of the characters in the source text have been portrayed through a particular
arrangement of the words and rhythm,Syed Shamsul Haq tried to bring that color in hi s
translation. He says that while translating Shakespeare he emphasized on the consonants
rather than on vowels of the source text, which carries a unique sound value. It was
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important to bring that sound value in his translation and so he was very conscious about
choosing the words for his book. Translating Shakespeare into a different language and
giving an exact color of a different language is very difficult and we note that Professor
Munier Chowdhury and Professor Kabir Chowdhury move away from the pace and the
rhythm of Shakespeare at the very beginning by their choice of diction and style. A
person who has read Shakespeare extensively will not get the feeling or the mood when
Shakespeare is translated in a simple narrative form, but on the other hand a person who
does not know English but knows about Shakespeare wi II benefit greatly by reading these
translations. In this respect Munier Chowdhury and Kabir Chowdhury have generalized
Shakespeare and by doing it they have brought Shakespeare and his work to a level
where anyone can easily get access to the world of Shakespeare. Someone who knows
Shakespeare well will surely find the essence of Shakespeare in the translations made by
Syed Shamsul Hag.
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